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Mother of Security Questions: Friend vs Foe 
Money: DoS attacks and fraud grow in size and 

damage caused 

Europol and CFCA assess the annual fraud to amount to $30B. 

Technical View: Attacks are Rapid and Massive 

•  2011: CAIDA reported SIP sality botnet attacks originating from three 
million IP addresses; for recent attack reports (bandwidth.com, voip.ms) 
see Sandro Gauci‘s  rtssec.com site  

•  Password guessing attacks we observe usually reach 40 attempts per 
second 

•  It takes less than a minute for a new AWS instance to receive the first 
SIP scans 

SIP Complexity Makes „Friend vs Foe“ Harder than Other Protocols 

•  By design complicated: multi-party, intermediary, may spec extension 

•  High background noise (NAT-driven keep-alives, capability OPTIONs, 
authentication handshake, SUB-NOT for status polling). 

Telephony Has Many „Grey Areas“  

•  Telemarketers, some uses of premium services 

Time to Hack a Dictionary Password 

•  Attack speed: 40 APS 

•  About 90,000 words in OALD 

•  ! 40 minutes to find a simple OALD word password 

! Time-to Respond  
Matters 



!  Automation Wanted 

Security Landscape 
Proactive Methods 

•  Firewalls, Session Border Controllers, Audits and Penetration Testing, Honeynets 

•  Pros: stop attacks before they occur 

•  Cons: requires expertise and data to get it right (remember the SIP complexity mentioned!); 

failures to articulate safe policies open up backdoors 

Reactive Methods 

•  Intrusion Detection, SIEMs 

•  Pros: by finding out damage quickly they may detect problems that haven‘t been anticipated 

before 

•  Cons: also requires expertise and it must be quick in security race (remember the OALD 

example?) 

What we have been Looking for: SECURITY AUTOMATION 

•  To adddress the skill demand 

•  To address the need for a rapid response and link the reactive methods to proactive ones 

Security	Techniques:	Proactive	and	
Reactive	

P:	Penetration	
Testing	

R:	Intrusion	
Detection	

P:	Firewalls	and	
SBCs	

R:	SIEM	

P:	HoneyNets	



How To Automate 

Cloud-managed (today‘s answer to anything ☺?) 

 .. If we take virtues of labor division and specialization for granted, we will also 
admit that a VoIP security automation system, unlike your admin, probably offers 
more skills and takes no off hours! 

Do We Need Yet Another Security Architecture? 

 System architects are always keen to show creativity and produce yet another 
Vision chart with amazing security boxes – like ours on the right. 

•  Sql-heads will generate an INSERT for every IP packet 

•  No-sql-heads will collect every data they capture and encapsulate it in XML, JSON or YAML 

•  IP-heads will transport using an encapsulation protocol 

•  Box-heads will offer everything packaged in a new appliance 

-  BUT IN THE SECURITY CONTEXT: ... How do you make sure that a 
monitoring system doesn‘t add to resource consumption ... 

-  ... How do you ensure privacy of sensititive data in cloud environment? 

-  ... How do you link proactive-and-reactive methods? 

The Three Must-Haves for Cloud-based 

Security Analytics 

•  Lean. „Overreporting“ under attack escalates the situation. 
Make sure that the communication from a probe to the 
cloud doesn‘t amplify an attack by sending noise. 

•  Assume zero-trust. Passing any plain-text data is worse 
than letting the gin out of bottle. Make sure that the cloud 
provider can analyze the data without seeing it plain-text.  

•  Rapid response. Time is everything under attack. Link the 
reactive findings with the proactive policies rapidly. 



Announcement #1: sipcmbeat probe 

Basics 

Observes traffic, 

analyzes SIP, generates 

JSON events describing 

SIP behaviour and sends 

them to the popular  

Elastic Search database. 

Written in go-lang. 

The Secure Cloud Focus 

Zero-trust security by AES 256-bit key 

encryption of sensitive event fields. 

Lean by aggregating SIP messages in 

comprehensible transaction events and 

noise throttling. 

Availability 

Beta available immediately 

with source-code under a 

non-commercial use license. 

https://www.intuitivelabs.com/sipcmbeat	



{	
			"@timestamp":	"2020-10-08T13:11:25.659Z”,	
			"type":	"call-end",	
			"sip":	{	
						"from":	"sip:1001@93.131.247.202:24100",	
						"to":	"sip:music@iptel.org",	
						"request":	{	"method":	"INVITE”},	
						"contact":	"sip:1001@93.131.247.202:24100",	
						"sip_reason":	"OK",	
						"response":	{"last":	200	},	
						"call_id”:	“026d5aec192e7be851dcd994@93.131.247.202:24100"	
				},	
			"user_agent":	{	"original":	"Asterisk	PBX	13.5.0”	},	
			"uas":	{	"original":	"BSIP-OEM	0.63.035”	},	
			"host":	{	"name":	"sip0.iptel.org”	},	
			"agent":	{	
					"id":	"f839018b-ef29-4596-91a2-6fdb0a0c625a",	
						"version":	"7.1.0",	
						"type":	"sipcmbeat",	
						"ephemeral_id":	"9eccd661-00c8-4ecf-a00b-16f4326e7db2",	
						"hostname":	"sip0.iptel.org"	
				},	
"server":	{	
"ip":	"212.79.111.155",	
"port":	5060	
},	
"event":	{	
"duration":	1,	
"call_start":	"2020-10-08T1	

App-awareness Lean 

Number of SIP messages vs events 

Folgeziele 

•  Erweiterung des Alarmportfolios – insbesondere wo eben 
Verschlüsselung eine Sonderlösung in Anspruch nimmt 

•  Erweiterung der Reichweite der Sonde, um mehrere 
Systeme unterstützen zu können 

Scenario	
Authenticated	call	

Tunneling	
10:	Inv-401-ack-
inv-100-180-200-
ACK-BYE-200	

App-aware	
2:	Call-start,	call-stop	

NAT	keep-alive	
REGISTERS	p.h.	

120:	60	x	REG/
200	(w/auth	
caching)	

1	x	REG-NEW	

DoS	Attack	 1:1	 Exponential	backoff	

Retransmissions	 1:1	 Absorbed	
!	App-awareness	in	a	probe	dramatically	

reduces	amplification	of	overload	
situations.	



Zero-Trust V2 … Why ? Promises are empty 

•  ...leaks: confidentiality of Information sent in plain-text to 

a cloud provider is backed by a promise and promises 

are like a pie crust. Growing length of supply chain makes 

things brittle as seen in the infamous SolarWinds attack 

in 2020. 

•  ...  privacy legislations like GDPR. 

•   ... Or internal identity protection policies ... In 

goverment sectors there are often policies that permit IT 

access to almost any information for security auditing 

BUT do not permit them to identify the actual call parties 

POLICY 
Decrypts and 
applies results 

PROBE 
Aggregates 

and encrypts 

ANALYTICS 
Processes 
Ecnrypted 

data 

Customer’s 
network traffic 

Encrypted	 Encrypted	



Promise-free Zero-Trust by Encryption 

•  Gurantee instead of a promise: anonymize sensitive data  

by field-by-field encryption on the customer-side 

•  The challenges: 

•  WHAT? What event elements to encrypt: between minimum 

(identities – SIP URIs) and maximum (everything) there are many 

fields in between.. 

•  HOW? How do you analyze the elements that are encrypted. How 

do you search and parttial-search? 

•  SECRET? How to handle encrypted data when encryption secret 

changes. What if you use a wrong secret? 

•  RESULTS? How to make encrypted results available back to 

customers 

POLICY 
Decrypts and 
applies results 

PROBE 
Aggregates 

and encrypts 

ANALYTICS 
Processes 
Ecnrypted 

data 

Customer’s 
network traffic 

Encrypted	 Encrypted	



… a probe is a reactive element BUT … 

•  why don‘t we actually find 
attackers before they find 
our customers... 

•  ... and  move to proactive 
mode by .... 

•  ... using the probes to form 
a honeynet!  



Announcement #2: honeynet 

Basics 

Lures scanners into 

honeytraps, collects their 

IP addresses and makes 

them available via an 

APIBAN-compatible 

interface. 

In numbers 

Runs in 14 world‘s 

regions in APAC, 

Europe and Americas 

Traffic  from 200+ IP 

addresses spotted 

every day 

Availability 

Beta available immediately. 

https://www.intuitivelabs.com/sip-honeynet	



Honeynet Observations Oct 2021 

Geographically	US		
is	dominating	

Currently	7,75k	IP	
addresses	listed	

Brute-force	
dominates	over	
sophistication	in	
attacks	

While	many	scans	use	popular	
penetration	tools	without	hiding	
it,	some	masquerade	as	Cisco,	
Avaya	and	other	popular	SIP	
phone	makes.	



Conclusions 

•  VoIP Attacks massive 

•  Good security know-how and low 

time-to-respond matter 

•  Cloud analytics seems to be a 

reasonable answer…. 

… as long as  …  

•  Data encryption guarantees privacy 

•  Probes are smart not to add to the 

attack load 

•  The system combines pro-active 

policies (Static polices, honeynet) 

with re-active in close-to-real-time 

manner 



Honeynet Topologie Thank You 
info@intuitivelabs.com 




